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Date :2010-11-01 version 1. Pond fish is the most important of China's freshwater aquaculture
farming methods. and its technology with the development of our society matures. This pond fish
by Ge Yin-ping editor. comprehensive and systematic summary of the fish pond for many years in
scientific research. production practices in the new results. new technologies. new experience.
Participate in the preparation of personnel engaged in the book of freshwater aquaculture for
research and teaching small. has a wealth of practical experience. The book is divided into eight
chapters. namely. pond construction. fish nutrition and feed. the main breeding artificial
propagation of fish. fish fingerling rearing. as fish farming. integrated fish farming. rice-fish culture
and fish farming saline pond. fully reflect the current advanced technology of aquaculture ponds
and the concept of environmental protection. set of scientific. practical as a whole. Book card while
supporting learning resources. set up by the four letters to learn card / security standard. log
http:sve.hep.com.cn. relevant teaching resources available. but also check the authenticity of books.
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Reviews
A whole new electronic book with an all new perspective. It is one of the most incredible book we have read. Your way of life span will likely be convert when
you comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Spencer Fa y
Complete guideline for pdf fanatics. I could possibly comprehended everything out of this created e pdf. You can expect to like just how the writer compose
this pdf.
-- Nya K unde
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